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Connectors are readers who like to learn more about characters in books – what makes them tick, how they deal with problems, what their worlds are like.

This list helps Connectors find books they like who also want to learn more about simple machines.

- *Inventor McGregor* by Kathleen T. Pelley
- *Leif and the Fall* by Allison Sweet Grant
- *After the Fall (How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up Again)* by Dan Santat
- *The Science of Breakable Things* by Tae Keller
- *Jabari Tries* by Gaia Cornwall
- *Izzy Gizmo and the Invention Convention* by Pip Jones
- *The Wild Robot* by Peter Brown
- *The Square Root of Possible* by Lyn Talbert
- *The Invention of Hugo Cabret* by Brian Selznick
- *Ellie Engineer* by Jackson Pearce
- *Spin the Golden Light Bulb* by Jackie Yeager
- *What Color is My World?* by Kareem Abdul-Jabbar